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Ideal System

Technical and performance
characteristics of powder coatings
for Technogym gym equipment
Alessia Venturi
Anver – Vimercate (Mi)

Introduction
Ideal System di Gambettola (FC) (fig. 1)
went into business in 1989, and was mainly involved in liquid painting and assembly of barbells for gyms. When it moved to
new premises and installed a powder coating plant, the company was able to grow
rapidly, and gained entry to the galaxy
Fig. 1 – A view of the very
new Ideal System plant at
Gambettola.

of Technogym, the company that is the
leader in the field of global wellness solutions through physical exercise, within
a very short time becoming Technogym’s
official powder coating supplier.
Technogym strives for constant improvement and a series of actions aimed to
promote behaviour that will foster prevention of pollution, protection of the environment and of the territory. The company’s commitment to the environment
in particular involves all its departments
that, due to their activity, may have an
impact on the environment, and it has set
itself the goal of raising the awareness of
its suppliers and involving them in its efforts to protect the environment and prevent pollution.
The desire to meet the highest quality
and environmental standards has therefore led Marco Sfienti, the owner of Ideal
System (fig. 2), to install a new high technology coating plant that makes it possible to pre-treat and paint various kinds of
metal (iron, steel, galvanised steel, aluminium), and is fitted with equipment to optimise electrostatic spraying, as well as a

Fig. 2 - Marco Sfienti – owner of
the company – on the left with
Rossano Baietta – Production
Manager.
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Fig. 3 – The paint stripping oven
supplied by Officine Foroni.

Fig. 4 – The area where finished
products are stored with some
Technogym products

paint stripping oven (fig. 3) and a sander
that make it possible, when required, to
strip products to an unpainted state and
repaint them.

A centre
for production excellence
“Today Technogym products (fig. 4) account for around 50% of our production,” explained Marco Sfienti, “the remaining 50% is divided between various
customers, none of them competing with
Technogym: for example companies
producing street lighting fixtures, farm
machinery, kitchen accessories. We can
therefore say that Ideal System is able to
satisfy the needs of any sphere of produc-

tion. We clearly have a very close partnership with Technogym, since it helped us
to develop according to its exceedingly
high quality standards. It in fact demands
a powder finish with a car bodywork level
quality, and for our part we try to excel in
all phases of production, from sanding to
the tidiness and cleanliness of our plant.”
“A year and a half ago we started a new
project,” Sfienti went on, “we moved the
company here in 2003 on the tide of a
Technogym plan to shut down all its inhouse coating and entrust the painting of
all the gym equipment made for the national and international markets almost
entirely to us. Today we paint all four lines of wellness equipment.
At the same time we started up this plant
working three shifts because we had not

Fig. 5 – A general view of the
painting plant from above.
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Fig. 6 – Loading onto the twinrail conveyor.

yet succeeded in optimising production
and achieving full efficiency: today we can
get the same results with only two work
shifts. Our objective in any case remains
that of working 24 hours a day with three
shifts: so we have ample capacity for further acquisition of customers.”

Painting cycle
Ideal System’s painting plant – which
covers a surface area of 12,000 m2 , 6,000
of which are indoor (fig. 5) – is based on
a complex and well-designed twin-rail
overhead conveyor supplied by Futura

Convogliatori (fig. 6) and on automatic
Wagner Itep booths (fig. 7). The twinrail conveyor works with stations which
can handle large loads, measuring a maximum of 6 metres in length, 2.5 metres
in height and 1.3 metres in width and a
maximum weight of 2000 kg for each beam (fig. 8). The twin-rail conveyor, fitted
with a large descender to load the parts
to be painted, permits the company to use
both automatic painting booths simultaneously in line, using one to apply the
base coat and the other to apply the coloured finish coat, or one for the coloured
coat and one for the transparent finish,

Fig. 7 – Products leaving one of
the two painting booths before
entering the polymerising oven.
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Fig. 8 – The beams with products
leaving the polymerising oven.

thus carrying out two processes with one
plant cycle (fig. 9). “We receive the material, we paint it, then we pack it according to the customer’s specifications and
we carry out any pre-assembly. The plant
permits high flexibility and personalisation of the cycle: we can simultaneously
set 44 different “recipes”, one for each of
the 44 bars that make up the plant. The
great advantage additionally is that we
can apply two coats of paint in line, and
this means that we can reduce the costs
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charged to our customers, which would
be double if we had to put the products to
be painted through the plant twice.” After
the sanding process, when the metal needs cleaning after laser cutting to smooth
the sharp edges where the paint tends to
adhere less, the products are loaded onto
the descender and the pre-treatment cycle
(fig. 10) is performed as follows:
o alkaline degreasing or rinse with mains
water
o pickling for aluminium or galvanised

Fig. 9 – The two polymerising
ovens.
Fig. 10 – View of the
pre-treatment tunnel .
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Fig. 11 – Application of the
first coat of powder paint,
with manual pre-retouching.

parts
o rinse with mains water
o phosphodegreasing
o rinse with mains water
o rinse with demineralised water
o non-filmogenous passivation
o oven drying at 140°C for 15 min.
After going through a check-point where
routine checks are made to ascertain the
absence of stagnant water in the cavities
and where masking is applied when ne-

cessary, the products enter the portion of
the plant devoted to finishing, comprising
the following stages:
o first coat – automatic powder coating
(figs. 11 - 12)
o oven baking at 190- 200°C for 35 min
o visual check to detect minimal imperfections and sanding where necessary
o second coat (fig. 13) with transparent
powder
o baking, as above

Fig. 12 – First right is a
detail of the Inver powder
application booth.

Fig. 13 – Far right, the
second automatic
powder coating booth .
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o unloading and checking based on standard parameters or the customer’s specifications.
Generally:
o average film thickness according to the
ISO 2178 standard
o adherence with a cross hatch tester, 0
class (ISO 2409 standard)
o brilliance (ISO 2813)
o absence of impurities, oil or water
stains
o subsequent packaging check.
“With regard to production planning,
we are working on line production
strategies,” explains Rossano Baietta,
Production Manager. “We like to work
fast, we produce one day for the next avoiding stocks and making deliveries just-intime. We apply a wide range of colours,
many of which are metallic: currently almost all our customers have personalised

colours.”

Fig. 14 – Simone Barbieri of ATE
on the left with Filippo Bianchi –
Ideal System’s Quality Manager
The Atimix system
- Marco Sfienti and Rossano
Baietta in front of three Atimix
An important contribution to the comsystems installed to optimise
pany’s excellent quality is made by the
electrostatic spray painting.

Atimix system supplied by ATE; the system is one of the key components that
have made it possible for Ideal System
to optimise its production and efficiency
to such a degree that it has succeeded in
concentrating current production in only
two working shifts and creating sufficient

Fig. 15 – A Technogym product
with a metallic finish: note the
very high quality of the finish.

Fig. 16 – The closed-circuit
system for treatment of waste
water.
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space to increase its customers to return
to working continuously.
“We installed Atimix (fig. 14) on all the
painting booths, even on the small singlerail plant with an automatic booth used
to finish small/medium-sized materials
with high thicknesses,” explains Filippo
Bianchi, Quality Manager, “and with regard to running costs we discovered that
we have been able to increase the speed
of the plant, so we have considerably improved application. While we have not
noticed any improvement in the costs
per hour with regard to powder consumption, we have seen improvements
however in billings: we have maintained
consumption per hour constant, but we
have increased production and speed in
the booths by 15%. The plant currently
works at up to three metres per minute in
the booths, a remarkable speed bearing in
mind the type of products to be painted
and the quality required. As far as application is concerned, we have considerably
decreased the air flows, which facilitates
penetration into hard to reach and hidden
areas of the items, improves the reaction
on the charges, which are controlled to
a greater degree, and we can therefore
succeed in achieving constant application, while before using Atimix we were
always very much conditioned by humidity, temperature and so forth. The quality of the coating on the product, lastly,
is constant, especially with metallic paints
which are much more subject to variations
in the environment. This last aspect is very important for us because the majority
of our production, around 70%, is coated
with metallic colours (fig. 15). The Atimix
system has triggered a virtuous circle:
less waste powder creates less soiling in
the booths; greater control of electrostatic
charges permits better penetration in the
Faraday cages, therefore increased quality on sharp edges; lastly it provides a plus
for the operators because it helps them
and permits them to be more confident of
results, even though they work at higher
paces.”

a new pre-treatment cycle using nanotechnology products and has installed a
closed-circuit purification plant (fig. 16)
for the water used for pre-treatment, with
constantly monitored outlets.

Conclusions
Ideal System is a standard-setting company with regard to environmental friendliness: powder coating, it is well known,
has no impact on the environment.
Additionally the company is working on
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